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F- (Ci • G2) j£0. Choose p an element of the set F- (Ci • C2). Now since

FECß for every ß, it follows that p is an element of their inter-

section.

In the case that the union of no two sets separates the plane it fol-

lows that the intersection of any two sets is connected. The proof of

the theorem is then completed by the use of Theorem 1.
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A NOTE ON EXACT SEQUENCES

D. G. MALM

1. We consider a commutative diagram of abelian groups with

exact rows:

ß 7
/li—► ¿2—» Ai-* Ai^> Af,

i 01      i 02 i 04     i 06

Bi —* B2 —* B¡ —> Bi —> F5

Figure 1

We suppose the e/>¿ are isomorphisms onto. The five lemma states

that if 03 : Az-*Bz is a homomorphism for which the diagram (with

03 inserted) commutes, then 03 is an isomorphism onto.

Suppose r]i, r¡2: ̂ 43—>F3 both give commutative diagrams, so that

each is an isomorphism onto. (It is easy to find examples in which

m^V2.)

Proposition I. Under the above hypotheses,

vr%ix) + ijr'inO*) = 2*

for all xEAs.

To prove this, let/=?jr1'72, and let I be the identity function on At.
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The equation reads /+/ J = 21, which is easily seen to be equivalent

to (/-/)(/-/) = 0. In fact, applying/to/+/-! = 2/, we get (/-J)2

= 0. In proving the reverse implication, the only question is whether

/has an inverse. However,/is onto, for if yEA3, then/(y — (/—I)y)

= y. Also / is 1-1, for if/(x)=0, then (/— I)(x) = — x, and applying

(f—I) again, we see that 0—(f—I)(—x) =x. To see that (/—J)2 = 0,

we observe that (f—I)ß = 0 and that y (f—I) =0. Thus image (f—I)

Ckernel y = image ß, and (/—J)2 = 0.

Note that the extremities of the diagram were not used in the

proof, except to insure that r¡i and 172 were isomorphisms onto. In

fact, we may reason to the same conclusion from the commutative

diagram

ß      y
A2^> ^3—> ^4

i       171 J.   J, »?2       j 04

B2 —» B3 —> Bi

where 171 and 772 are isomorphisms onto, 04 is 1-1, and the rows are

exact.

Now suppose (in either diagram) that A 3 and F3 are rings, and

171: A%-^Bz is a ring isomorphism onto making the diagram commute.

We consider the question of whether there is another ring isomor-

phism 7j2: A?,—*B% making the diagram commute.

Proposition IL A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of a ring isomorphism r\2: A%—>F3 making the diagram commute, with

r\2^r\u is that there exist a nontrivial additive homomorphism 5: A3-^A3

such that

(i) 5/3 = 0, 75 = 0 (consequently, 52 = 0) and

(ii) 5(xy) — (8x)y+x8y + (Sx)(5y) for all x, yEA3.

Proof. If such a 5 exists, define 772 = 771+7715. It is trivial that 572 is

a ring homomorphism, that the diagram commutes, and that 772 is

1-1. To verify that 772 is onto, let yEB3, and let 77i(x)=y. Then

■n2(x — 5x)=y. On the other hand, suppose 771 and 772^771 are given.

Let 5=77fIr72 — I. Then (i) and (ii) are easily verified.

Remarks. Applying 0 to (ii), we get

2(ôx)(ôy) = 0       for all x, y E A3.

Since image S Cimage ß, in order for S to be nontrivial it is necessary

that image ß contain divisors of zero or elements of order two.

If A3 has a two-sided identity element 1, then it follows that 5(1)
= 0.
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An example in which rjx^^ is given by Figure 1, where the two

rows are identical, Ax = A&= {o}, A2 = A4 = Z2 (the integers modulo

two), Az = Bz = Z2XZ2, <pi = identity = 171,7?2(x, y) = (y, x), ß(x) = (x, x),

and y(x, y) =x-|-y, for x, yEZ2. ??i and jj2 are both ring isomorphisms.

2. An application. We consider (k — l)-sphere bundles

&'=(E', p', B', Sk~\ SO(k)) and ($>=(E, p, B, S*~\ SO(k)) with
group the special orthogonal group SO(k); and two bundle maps

/, g: (&'—>(B. Let /, g be the mappings of the base spaces induced by

/ and g, respectively. We use a field F of characteristic not two for

coefficients for cohomology, and we assume that g*=]*:H*(B, F)

—*H*(B', F) and that this is an isomorphism onto. Then if H*(E, F)

has no divisors of zero, f* = g*:H*(E, F)—+H*(E', F). To see this,

apply the remark following Proposition II to the isomorphisms of the

Gysin sequences induced by / and g :

• ■-> H*-k(B)-> H"(B)-> H"(E) -> H«-k+1(B)-> • • •

f*=i*i    7*=i*i       nig*        !/*=r
• •-> H*-k(B')-> H«(B')-> H*(E')-> H*-k+1(B')-> • • •

An example in which H*(E, F) has no divisors of zero is furnished

by taking <B to be the universal (k — l)-sphere bundle (Bk-x, p, Bk,

Sh~l, SO(k)), where Bn is the classifying space for SO(n). For the

cohomology of Bn see A. Borel, Topology of Lie groups and character-

istic classes, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 61 (1955), 397-432.
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